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that prostration to the extreme of fury; that the violence of
the passion would outstep all limits; that amid this wild rage,
this apparently ungovernable outbreak, there was a strong
will curbing and subduing it all: there was inspiration guided
by study, passionate ardor restrained by cool judgment.
This part always remained a favorite one with the tragedi-
enne. Wherever she went, she made her debut in it on every
stage. It was in this r6le she appeared on the most impor-
tant day of her life—that which decided her fate—that on
which the doors of the temple were first opened to admit its
future priestess—that on which she was to set foot for the
first time on the stage that was to see her so triumphant.
For the .following account of the scene we have the author-
ity of Monsieur Janin:
It was- the summer of 1838. Some half a dozen persons
had assembled in the darkened theatre, glad to escape the
blaze of the noon-day sun, but anxious to get through the
wearisome task before them—that of hearing, for the hund-
redth time, perhaps, the finest poetry in the French language
marred by the wretched delivery of a new claimant of the
three debuts granted to those deemed worthy: the judges were
to decide whether the public should be called to endure the
ennui they had themselves tested.
The appearance of the neophyte, was Hot prepossessing.
ScanS, mejm apparel, a pale face and meagre figures betokened
a childhpod spent amid the want and privations attendant on
poverty, and gave the idea that at that very moment the girl
might be suffering from hunger. What could be hoped from
such a source? Who would have ventured to prophesy that the
shadow before them was the reality and the life-^-the resur-
jection of the art; that the gruff but weak voice was to say
to the sjumbering poets, Arise and follow me ? The assembled
judges were there as a matter of form, to get through an in-
dispensable task; not from any conviction of its use, for they
had ceased io believe in the return of the tragic Mose since
she had fledTbearing in the folds of her tunic her last repre-
sentatives, Talma and Duchesnois.
girl came forward, but, contrary to all' expectations,
te&tic gestures^, bawling voice, and time-
asis, give the

